2006 honda cr v

With ample power, room and refinement, the Honda CR-V has almost all you need in a mini SUV,
as long as you keep on the beaten path. They shared similar design philosophies four-cylinder
engines, carlike rides , and although the two vehicles battled for the same customers, they both
enjoyed incredibly strong sales numbers. The mini-SUV segment has now grown to include
over a dozen different models, each with its own idea of what constitutes the perfect blend of
size, power and capability. Some use larger V6 engines, while others boast real off-road
capability. The Honda CR-V sticks with the philosophy of being a small carlike sport-ute first
and foremost. There's still no V6 offered, and serious off-roading is out of the question, but in
the all-important areas of drivability and practicality, the CR-V is hard to beat. One of the major
advantages most mini SUVs have over their larger midsize counterparts is superior handling.
Since many mini-utes are built on small-car platforms, they're typically more agile than the
average truck-based midsize SUV. The CR-V is no exception, as it uses the Civic platform as its
basis to deliver excellent ride and handling characteristics. Choosing a mini SUV is largely a
matter of personal taste and lifestyle. Almost all of the currently available vehicles on the
market are strong contenders worthy of consideration. The CR-V is perfect if you're looking for
an alternative to a small car, and maybe some all-weather capability thrown in for good
measure. Something that doesn't feel like it's about to get run over in traffic, but can still get
decent gas mileage and be reliable long-term. For drivers like this, the Honda CR-V is a tough
act to beat. On the LX, you'll find power windows, locks and mirrors; cruise control; air
conditioning; a CD player; rear heater ducts; and a cargo area-mounted volt accessory outlet.
EX models add keyless entry, alloy wheels, a moonroof, steering wheel audio controls, an
outside temperature gauge and privacy glass. The SE includes heated leather seats and mirrors,
a leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift knob and, on the outside, body-colored bumpers,
side moldings, door handles and hard spare tire cover. Under the hood you'll find a 2. While its
power output -- horsepower and pound-feet of torque -- can't equal the grunt of the V6s found in
some competitors, acceleration is still more than adequate in almost all situations. All Honda
CR-V models come standard with a five-speed automatic transmission, except for the EX, which
can take either the automatic or a five-speed manual gearbox. LX models come in either
front-wheel drive or all-wheel drive, while EX and SE models are all-wheel drive only. The
system powers only the front wheels under normal conditions. If the front wheels begin to slip,
power is immediately transferred to the rear wheels until traction is regained. All CR-Vs include
four-wheel antilock disc brakes, stability control, side airbags for front passengers and head
curtain airbags for front and rear occupants as standard equipment. In addition, the IIHS
awarded a "Good" rating, also the highest possible, for the Honda's performance in the mph
frontal-offset crash test. Around-town driving reveals a softly tuned setup that favors comfort
over performance and is just about ideal for commuters. Four-wheel-drive CR-Vs are perfect for
negotiating wet or snowy road conditions. However, when taken on terrain more rugged than a
gravel road, the Honda CR-V quickly gets wobbly in the knees. Though it has more ground
clearance than the Honda Element, this isn't the mini SUV to get if you regularly venture into the
wilderness. Besides having a multitude of storage areas and cubbies, the Honda CR-V is quite
generous in its allotment of interior room for passengers and cargo. The rear quarters are
surprisingly comfy considering the vehicle's overall size. For maximum cargo room, both rear
seats can be tumbled forward to clear up to 72 cubic feet of space. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Honda CR-V. Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Not as big inside as some
competitors, no V6 engine option. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. There are no significant changes to the Honda
CR-V, though stated engine power is slightly lower than last year due to Honda's
implementation of a new SAE testing procedure. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. I
drive the Honda LX trim level. Reliable, dependable and good economy car , gas mileage or so
with AWD. Got the car new. Plenty of head space and easy to get in and out of. My wife is
around 5 ft and she can easily adjust seat for her. If anything there is some road noice

especially when comparing with newer model cars and the stereo is not the best but it works
fine. Great winter car as well Chicago area Michelin hydroedge tires. Comfortable seats, good
visibility. I consider this a safe car based on crash tests however it obviously don't have some
of the new technology available in newer models. As to recalls, I think there has been 2 in the
life of the car one was airbag related from the big scandal. Utility: easy to fit long narrow items
such as for example a 2x4 8 ft long. The hatch can open two ways, only the window or the whole
hatch. When I transport something long I open the window hatch and drive with it open ingenious design. I have a roof rack and there is pretty much nothing for a household I cannot
transport. I also have a hitch. Don't use it often but last time was pulling a uhaul trailer small
size full with stuff about miles. The tow capacity is not super but made the trip ok at highway
speeds. This is not a sports car but suits me well. Since first review battery died but nothing
unusual about that. I do have a noise from one of the wheels on the serpentine belt that might
need repair soon, but after miles I am not complaining. This would be a great starter car for a
young driver in my opinion. Read less. I bought this car used in July of It had one previous
owner and , miles. Since I've bought it I have put just over 10, miles on it. I have so much fun
driving it. My sister drove it once and loved it too. Its very spacious. It is a little noisy but that
just gives me a reason to turn the music up louder. Its great for roadtrips and just back and
forth to school and work. I will drive this into the ground and then will probably buy a Pilot
instead of another CR-V because I don't like that the newer model's backends open up instead
of out to the side plus I like the extra room. I've never broken down, and have only had to
replace a few parts. The added features on the Special Edition like heated seats make me feel
like I'm driving a luxury car. My Honda saved my life!! Thank you Honda! I was in a horrible
accident last night - an ambulance slammed into me while I was sitting at an exit ramp from the
highway. I must have been hit about 70 miles an hour and there was nowhere for me to go. My
CRV is totaled and my face hit something -- I'm guessing the steering wheel -- and I broke my
nose. And that was it. I went to see the car at the impound lot today and I truly believe Honda
saved my life. The car accordioned in everywhere but stopped before any damage could occur
to the back row of seats or the front row of seats. The seating area is completely intact!! I
cannot tell you how grateful I am for this car's safety. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash
Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test.
See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to the
CR-V. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain.
Vehicle Listing Details. Odometer is miles below market average! Pictures are for illustration
purposes only. All vehicles subject to prior sales. See dealer for details. MSRP may not be price
at which vehicle is sold in trade area. It is equipped with a 5 Speed Automatic transmission. It is
offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. Only , Miles! Auto Provider also has many
financing options to choose from with interest rates as low as 2. Ask us about your auto
financing needs and we will provide you with your solutions. Price is a cash price or with
approved credit. Price is subject to change without notice. Auto Provider Inc. COM New
Inventory!! Let us show you a new and better way to buy your next car! Recent Arrival! We do
not mark them up to mark them down! The car you want the way you want! Post purchase, the
vehicles go through a step by step procedure in order to attain the finest quality. Our vehicles
are sent for mechanical inspection and repaired as needed. Majority of the vehicles passed the
Virginia Safety Inspection before they are offered for sale. When the vehicles come into our
inventory they are detailed thoroughly and prepared for demonstration. After the hard work put
into our vehicles we finally put them up for sale making sure our customers are fully satisfied.
Service Contracts are issued by a 3rd party which gives you the flexibility to take the vehicle to
any certified mechanic shop of your choice. You also have an option to upgrade the Service
contract for up to but not limited to 4 years. Different coverage options are also available,
please consult with a sales representative for additional information. Service contracts vary
from 3 months to 4 year time frame. Prices depend on the coverage you are looking to
purchase. Service contracts are an option to purchase at the time of sale, it may help to protect
your future investment. Call us for further details. Our listed prices of the vehicles are for cash
transaction only. For financing vehicles through our lenders the price is subject to change as
they do not includes any finance charges. Upon loan application submission, our JDM Auto
team will work persistently towards an approval. Call for Full Details. We will represent the
vehicle to the best of our knowledge but are not responsible for human error. Service contract
is available for purchase at the time of sale. Dealership is not responsible for misprints on
prices or equipment. Don't miss out on this awesome SUV at an affordable price!!! Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 8, Manual 7.

Engine Type Gas 8, Cylinders 4 cylinders 8, Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with
recent price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. Check Availability. Price Drop.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 9, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I drive the Honda LX trim level.
Reliable, dependable and good economy car , gas mileage or so with AWD. Got the car new.
Plenty of head space and easy to get in and out of. My wife is around 5 ft and she can easily
adjust seat for her. If anything there is some road noice especially when comparing with newer
model cars and the stereo is not the best but it works fine. Great winter car as well Chicago area
Michelin hydroedge tires. Comfortable seats, good visibility. I consider this a safe car based on
crash tests however it obviously don't have some of the new tec
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hnology available in newer models. As to recalls, I think there has been 2 in the life of the car
one was airbag related from the big scandal. Utility: easy to fit long narrow items such as for
example a 2x4 8 ft long. The hatch can open two ways, only the window or the whole hatch.
When I transport something long I open the window hatch and drive with it open - ingenious
design. I have a roof rack and there is pretty much nothing for a household I cannot transport. I
also have a hitch. Don't use it often but last time was pulling a uhaul trailer small size full with
stuff about miles. The tow capacity is not super but made the trip ok at highway speeds. This is
not a sports car but suits me well. Since first review battery died but nothing unusual about
that. I do have a noise from one of the wheels on the serpentine belt that might need repair
soon, but after miles I am not complaining. This would be a great starter car for a young driver
in my opinion. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

